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Is this answer helpful?

Korean scientists examined 144 men and discovered that those
whose ring fingers were longer than their pointer fingers tended
to be better endowed. And the longer the ring finger in
comparison to the pointer finger, the bigger the guy's package.

cosmopolitan.com/sex-love/news/a9459/men-with-long-ring-finger-have-bigger-penises

Men With Long Ring Finger Have Big Penises - How to
Tâ€¦
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Is your ring finger longer than your index finger?



Which finger is your index?



What does third finger mean?



Finger Length Predicts Health and Behavior ...

What hand does an engagement ring go on?



 

Finger Length Predicts Health and Behavior ...
discovermagazine.com/2013/may/04-finger-length-ratio-can-predict...
An index finger thatâ€™s shorter than the ring finger can be a sign of knee
osteoarthritis risk, particularly in women, compared with people whose fingers are equal
lengths, or who have a longer index finger.

Digit ratio - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digit_ratio

Overview Contents History of research Distribution Evidence of androgen effect Explanation of the digit ratio effect

The digit ratio is the ratio of the lengths of different digits or fingers
typically measured from the midpoint of bottom crease to the tip of the
finger. It has been suggested by some scientists that the ratio of two
digits in particular, the 2nd and 4th, is affected by exposure to androgens,
e.g., testosterone while in the uterus and that this 2D:4D ratio can be
coâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

Images of pointer finger longer than ring finger
bing.com/images

See more images of pointer finger longer than ring finger

5 Things a Man's Finger Length Says About Him
https://www.livescience.com/49883-finger-length-in-men.html
And girls with larger digit-ratios (ring fingers longer than index fingers) scored better on
the verbal portion of the test than the math one, the study found.

If your ring finger is longer than your pointer, you were ...
www.rollitup.org › Cannabis Cafe › Toke N Talk
If your ring finger is longer than your pointer, you were exposed to more testosterone
than somone without a longer ring finger goes for gurls and...

The Size Of Your Pointer And Ring Fingers Can Reveal
â€¦
https://www.elitedaily.com/wellness/fingers-mental-reveal-more...
Take a peek at your pointer and ring fingers. Which one is longer? According to a new
study, if your pointer (aka your index) finger is longer than your ring finger, you're
likely to be less coordinated and bad at sports (maybe this is why you were aâ€¦

How the length of a woman's fingers reveals her CAREER
...
www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2965316/How-length-woman-s...
Watch video · Those whose index finger was longer than their ring finger were more
likely to be employed in a 'female ... How the length of a woman's fingers â€¦

What Your Index Finger Length Says About You -
Mercola.com
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2010/12/21/...
Learn what the length of your index finger reveals about ... men whose index fingers are
longer than their ring fingers are ... Ratio: A Pointer to ...

Polite, promiscuous... gay? What does your ring finger â€¦
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/men/the-filter/11424695/Polite...
Polite, promiscuous... gay? What does your ring finger say about you? A new study
claims men with ring fingers longer than their index are more likely to be polite.

What your fingers say about you | Science | The Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2010/dec/01/what-finger-length...
... between your ring and index fingers? Photograph: Alamy/Guardian ... Pointer to
Fertility ... with longer ring fingers did better than those whose ring ...

They Say The Secret To Your Personality Is The Length
â€¦
https://www.littlethings.com/finger-length-personality-quiz
They Say The Secret To Your Personality Is The Length Of This Finger. Mineâ€™s
Eerily True! ... Hand "A" means your ring finger is longer than your index finger.
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